Join us for Reactathon 2020

Reactathon is a top-tier conference in San Francisco celebrating the React.js ecosystem. It is organized by Real World React. Learn more at Reactathon.com

Conference

2 days of single-track talks from world-renowned experts in JavaScript and React. 600 engineers in one beautiful venue at the Hilton Hotel in SF’s Union Square. Themes and activities to facilitate and encourage discussion and knowledge transfer between attendees, speakers, sponsors, maintainers and experts. One chance to attend. March 30 – 31.

Speakers include:

- Cassidy Williams
  React Training
- Wes Bos
  Instructor & Entrepreneur
- Ryan Florence
  React Training
- Jana Beck
  Stitch Fix
- Kent C. Dodds
  React Consultant
- Guillermo Rauch
  CEO, Zeit
  and many more

Workshops

Our workshops will send your engineers through a hyperloop of productivity. With workshops on the latest features of the React API and the newest tools in the ecosystem, your engineers will learn in hours what our instructors have mastered over years. See the full list of workshops at Reactathon.com. March 30.

Topic Tables

The welcome reception features the opening keynote, six 10-minute lightning talks, and topic tables -- 2 hours of facilitated discussion. Attendees can easily identify the subjects they are interested in, and discuss with peers in addition to topic table managers — maintainers, core contributors, and thought-leaders. March 30.

Group Tickets

Get 20% off your entire order when you purchase 4 tickets or more. Just use the code GROUP at checkout.

Want the full Sponsorship guide with pricing?
Request it from

sponsors@reactathon.com